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Hair Loss has now become a very big problem among both the men and women because they
indulge in unhealthy eating habits and lead unhealthy lifestyle. Earlier, people used to get pure food,
atmosphere and environment but now everything has become impure due to several reasons.
Moreover, in present times people lead such a busy and stressful life that in their free time they
want to enjoy getting pleasure and joy. This is further making the problem of hair fall more acute.

Although, there are innumerable reasons for hair fall but the one very important reason for Hair Loss
is loss of efficiency in the immune system. In order to control and cure the problem of hair loss it is
very important to take care of all the factors which are related to living. Among the people there are
some who are least bothered whether they have hair or not and on the other hand there are some
people who are very conscious and do many things to live a healthy life.

Hair Loss is more a matter of concern in women than in men. Women are more worried about
baldness. But just worrying about hair fall and counting the number of hair falling is not enough, it is
very important to find out a solution to this problem. There are many hidden elements in nature
which people should explore and know how to make their hair healthy. There are many herbs and
natural extracts which are helpful in increasing the quality and quantity of hair and make them look
beautiful. Some of them are:

Aloe Vera- One of the best herbs beneficial for the problem of Hair Loss is aloe vera. It is
considered as a natural gel and is very effective anti-fungal and anti-bacterial element which
prevents hair from infections that may occur due to external environmental condition. Thus, by using
aloe vera people can make their hair shine and look bright.

Coconut Oil- Coconut oil is considered to be the best tonic for Hair Loss. It has been in use since
long time. Besides coconut oil there are other things like olive, lavender and castor oils which can
be used to nourish hair and make them healthier. If you will use these oils then your problem of hair
fall will be completely under control and your hair will look great.

Hence, apart from these there are many other household remedies which can help in solving the
problem of Hair Loss.
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